GeoClub Minutes – October 8, 2013

- Kyle’s Faculty updates
  - New cross-listed post doc- Matt Cathles
  - Faculty are talking about starting a new search for next year – particularly for geohazards and geochronology
  - Discussion about potentially getting rid of writtens

- A Cub scout troop of elementary age are looking to earn their Geology badges and would like to have some kind of event here in November
  - Kate Turner volunteered help plan this event

- Recruitment (Shell and Connoco) is done
  - Although recruitment is over for now it is still important to go to the meetings or go to interview for practice even if you don’t want to work in industry

- Apparel
  - Pull over hoodie- blue and yellow
  - Zip-Up fleece-
    - Vote on color: Dark grey/white or blue/yellow
    - Two cross rock hammers with U-M Geology

- Brenda wants to get a vacuum for Donut clean up

- Interview talks Wednesday 10/9 at 11:00, Thursday 10/10 and Friday 10/11 at 1:00 room 2540 for lab techs for the EMAL lab

- Broom Ball team in winter?